Aspects of today’s Public Accounts Committee report, ‘Managing NHS Hospital Consultants’, are baffling - others are just wrong.

Consultants don’t and can’t refuse to work weekends and evenings. Evening and weekend working is the norm in many acute specialties, and this type of working has increased exponentially since the much derided new consultant contract. One welcome change is that in many services - for example paediatrics, obstetrics and emergency medicine, consultants are available ‘around the clock’. This is a major departure from the NHS of 2003 or 1993 and has undoubtedly improved patient care.

This may however be one reason why a fall in productivity has been noted. Better out of hours care can mean that daytime elective services are stretched: the same doctors cannot work during the night and then run a busy clinic or theatre list during the day. Patients would not find that acceptable and it is not safe. That was the reason for the reduction in junior doctors’ hours in the 1990s and it would be in no-one’s interest to return to the bad old days.

But the reasons for the undoubted reduction in productivity are multifactorial. Many cannot be ascribed to doctors as we are expected – rightly - to give more information, choice and time to patients than was the case a decade ago. But how is productivity measured? In the case of the report, it is number of operations, clinic visits, etcetera. This doesn’t measure quality. You can’t have it all at the same time and cheaper: efficiency, throughput and a clinical service that values doctor-patient interaction and allows time for it, while completing all necessary administrative requirements. So perhaps a definition of productivity with quality of outcome is more important than simply counting numbers.

It is also worth remembering that the new consultant contract of 2003 was predicated on the (mis)understanding within the Department of Health that consultants were not working as hard as their contracts demanded. The political mantra at the time was that consultants were going to be paid for what they did. In fact, a secretary of state at the time was quoted as suggesting that it would ‘get consultants off the golf courses’. However, the introduction of the contract led to a pay rise for most because their hours far exceeded what had been previously assumed. The Department was surprised, doctors weren’t and there was no discernible change in consultant golf club membership.

In case these few paragraphs are misunderstood to be special pleading, they aren’t. As hospital consultants we work harder than we ever did. Most of us have signed a waiver to the European Working Time Directive and our hours probably average 60-80 per week, including time ‘on call’. Our observation is that in the interest of patient care, we need more out of hours working, probably more centralization of services and almost certainly more consultants. This will lead to greater staff costs and quite possibly reduced productivity - but better patient care.

So rather than opinion and supposition, we offer a challenge. If the members of the Public Accounts Committee agree to a diary hours recording exercise conducted by an independent monitoring agency over a 4 week period, so will we. And we will then compare the results of this in the full glare of public scrutiny. It is a challenge that we look forward to, and we sincerely hope that it may offer greater understanding of what consultants actually do.
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